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Payback in Death Penguin
An exclusive J.D. Robb short story. When
notorious it-girl Tiara Kent is found dead
in her plush Manhattan apartment, the
murder looks to everyone like a vampire
attack - everyone but the ever-practical
Lieutenant Eve Dallas. As cops begin
carrying garlic and the hysteria spreads,
Eve must act fast. When they discover Tiara
had a secret lover, a Dark Prince, things
take a deadly turn, leading Eve and her
team on a chase into the darkest corners of
the city and deep into their own fears. Set
between Creation in Death and Strangers in
Death.

Immortal in Death Piatkus Books
When a cop killer cuts loose in a club called
Purgatory, New York Detective Eve Dallas descends
into an underground criminal hell in this novel in the
#1 New York Times bestselling In Death series. In
an uptown strip joint, a cop is found bludgeoned to
death. The weapon's a baseball bat. The motive's a
mystery. It's a case of serious overkill that pushes
Eve Dallas straight into overdrive. Her investigation
uncovers a private club that's more than a hot spot.
Purgatory's a last chance for atonement where
everyone is judged. Where your ultimate fate
depends on your most intimate sins. And where one
cop's hidden secrets are about to plunge innocent
souls into vice-ridden damnation...
Love, Lucas Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb presents three In
Death stories that spotlight Lieutenant Eve Dallas doing what she
does best: solving crime with skill, integrity, and passion—together in
one volume for the first time. ETERNITY IN DEATH A seductive
killer is luring in victims with a promise of the impossible-
immortality. Eve Dallas must strip away the fantasy to catch the
coldhearted madman. RITUAL IN DEATH Eve is plunged into the
violent aftermath of a ritualistic murder-and into the mind of an
alleged witness who can't remember a thing to save his life.
MISSING IN DEATH When a woman disappears from a New York
City ferry, it's a case that only Eve Dallas can solve— because the
woman didn't jump, and yet she's not on board.
Ritual in Death Penguin
Lieutenant Eve Dallas never wavers in her search for justice. But
in this gripping novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling In
Death series, she’ll learn that matters of the heart are never
black and white. The first victim was found lying on a sidewalk
in the rain. The second was murdered in her own apartment
building. Police Lieutenant Eve Dallas had no problem finding
connections between the two crimes. Both victims were beautiful
and highly successful women. Their glamorous lives and loves
were the talk of the city. And their intimate relations with men
of great power and wealth provided Eve with a long list of
suspects—including her own lover, Roarke. As a woman, Eve
was compelled to trust the man who shared her bed. But as a
cop, it was her job to follow every lead...to investigate every
scandalous rumor...to explore every secret passion, no matter
how dark. Or how dangerous.
Dark in Death Piatkus Books
Meet me tomorrow, midnight. Aquarian Club. TELL NO ONE.'
When New York cop Frank Wojinski is found murdered, death
gets very personal for homicide detective, Eve Dallas - and she'll
stop at nothing to find Frank's killer. But then another victim is
claimed: Frank's own granddaughter. As Eve delves deeper into the
case, more mutilated corpses are discovered. Then a dead body is
placed outside Eve's home. Drawn into the sinister world of a
sexual satanic cult, Eve must put her life on the line to uncover a
sadistic killer, before she becomes his latest victim.
Glory in Death Piatkus Books
Award-winning novelist Carl Deuker creates a mystery-thriller against
the backdrop of high school football and the criminal underworld.
J.D. Robb IN Death COLLECTION books 26-29 National
Geographic Books

He is an expert with the latest technology...a madman with the mind
of a genius and the heart of a killer. He quietly stalks his prey. Then
he haunts the police with cryptic riddles about the crimes he is
about to commit - always solved moments too late to save his
victims' lives. Police lieutenant Eve Dallas finds the first victim
butchered in his own home. The second loses his life in a vacant
luxury apartment. The two men had little in common. Both
suffered unspeakable torture before their deaths. And both had ties
to an ugly secret of ten years past - a secret shared by none other
than Eve's new husband, Roarke.
Secrets in Death Hachette UK
A quartet of holiday stories of romance and suspense includes J.D.
Robb's "Midnight in Death," Susan Plunkett's "Christmas
Promises," Dee Holmes's "The Unexpected Gift," and Claire
Cross's "A Berry Merry Christmas."
Interlude in Death Penguin
Sent off planet to attend a seminar at a large law enforcement conference
to be held at a posh resort owned by her husband Roarke, Lieutenant
Eve Dallas finds her sojourn interrupted by murder, a case complicated
by her personal history with the victim--and Roarke's with the killer.
Original.
Delusion in Death Penguin
A new novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series: Lt. Eve Dallas must
separate rumors from reality when a woman who traffics in other people’s
secrets is silenced. The chic Manhattan nightspot Du Vin is not the kind of
place Eve Dallas would usually patronize, and it’s not the kind of bar where a
lot of blood gets spilled. But that’s exactly what happens one cold February
evening. The mortally wounded woman is Larinda Mars, a self-described
“social information reporter,” or as most people would call it, a
professional gossip. As it turns out, she was keeping the most shocking stories
quiet, for profitable use in her side business as a blackmailer. Setting her sights
on rich, prominent marks, she’d find out what they most wanted to keep
hidden and then bleed them dry. Now someone’s done the same to her,
literally—with a knife to the brachial artery. Eve didn’t like Larinda Mars.
But she likes murder even less. To find justice for this victim, she’ll have to
plunge into the dirty little secrets of all the people Larinda Mars victimized
herself. But along the way, she may be exposed to some information she really
didn’t want to know...
Midnight in Death Simon and Schuster
Lieutenant Eve Dallas tails a serial killer who has a passion for the
"Twelve Days of Christmas" in this novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling In Death series. No one likes to be alone during the holidays.
For New York's most posh dating service, Personally Yours, it is the
season to bring lonely hearts together. But Lieutenant Eve Dallas, on the
trail of a ritualistic serial killer who likes to dress up as Santa Claus, has
made a disturbing discovery: all of the victims have been traced to
Personally Yours. As the murders continue, Eve enters into an elite
world of people searching for their one true love. A world where the
power of love leads men and women into the ultimate act of betrayal...
Visions in Death Penguin
Eve Dallas is one tough cop. It should take more than a seemingly
ordinary middle-aged lady to make her fall apart. But when that
lady is Trudy Lombard, all bets are off. Just seeing Trudy at the
station plunges Eve back to the days when she was a vulnerable,
traumatized young girl- and trapped in foster care with the twisted
woman who now sits smiling in front of her.
Survivor In Death Penguin
In this thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling In Death series, Lieutenant
Eve Dallas discovers that deep hatred can seethe within the closest
relationships when she hunts down a man who murdered his own family.
Lieutenant Eve Dallas has plenty to be grateful for, especially Roarke’s big
Irish family, which is a joyful improvement on her own dark childhood. Other
couples aren’t as lucky. The Reinholds, for example, are lying in their home
stabbed and bludgeoned almost beyond recognition. Those who knew them
are stunned—and heartbroken by the evidence that they were killed by their
own son. Turns out that twenty-six-year-old Jerry is not only capable of
brutality but has taking a liking to it. With the money he’s stolen from his
parents and a long list of grievances, he intends to finally make his mark on the
world. Eve and her team already know the who, how, and why of this murder.
What they need to pinpoint is where Jerry’s going to strike next.
Three in Death Piatkus Books
It's a new year in New York city, and two star-crossed lovers have just
discovered an insatiable appetite...for murder. Lieutenant Eve Dallas has
witnessed some grisly crimes in her career and she knows just how dark things
can get on the streets. But when a much-loved musician is found dead, Eve
soon realises that his murder is part of a horrifying killing spree, stretching
right across the country. Now the killers have reached New York, and they've
found themselves another victim. Eve knows she only has a couple of days to
save a young girl's life, and to stop the killers before their sadistic games
escalate. Eve's husband Roarke is ready to put his brains and his considerable
resources behind the search. But even as the couple works closely together,
time is running out...
Devoted in Death Hachette UK
Dark, mystifying and powerful forces are at work in these two superb J. D.
Robb short stories. Ritual in Death When a naked, knife-wielding man who
thinks he has killed someone crashes a glamorous ball she's attending,
Lieutenant Eve Dallas is almost relieved. The clues point towards ritual
murder, but Eve knows there is nothing supernatural about a deadly lust for
power . . . Set between Salvation in Death and Promises in Death. Missing in

Death Aboard the Staten Island ferry, a tourist sees something she shouldn't
have - soon no one can find her. But if she didn't jump, and she's not on
board, where is she? Lieutenant Eve Dallas and her team know that all the
answers lie in just what she was seen on that ferry . . . Set between Kindred in
Death and Fantasy in Death.
Ceremony In Death Penguin
Lt. Eve Dallas is back and this time she's investigating the death of
one of her own When a retired police officer is found dead in his
home, Lt. Eve Dallas and the team are called to the scene to
investigate. The victim is Martin Greenleaf, former Captain of
Internal Affairs. At first glance it looks like suicide but Eve thinks
there could be more to this carefully laid scene than meets the eye.
Captain Greenleaf put a lot of cops away during his forty-seven
years in Internal Affairs. Did the weight of the job finally prove too
much for him? Or could this be a case of payback in death.....
Memory in Death Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb delivers a potent
combination of futuristic suspense, thrills, and passion in these three favorite
In Death stories—together in one volume for the first time. INTERLUDE IN
DEATH Lieutenant Eve Dallas is resigned to the fact that she’s been ordered
to give a seminar at a police conference—and that she’ll have to leave Earth
to do it. But her dedication to her job only goes so far. And when a legendary
commander sets his sights on taking her husband, Roarke down, Eve will do
everything in her power to stop him⋯ MIDNIGHT IN DEATH Eve’s
name has made a Christmas list, but it’s not for being naughty or nice. It’s
for putting a serial killer behind bars. Now the escaped madman is dogging her
steps. With Roarke at her side, Eve must stop the man from exacting his
bloody vengeance—or die trying⋯ HAUNTED IN DEATH At the scene of
a murder, Eve uncovers the remains of beautiful singer who went missing
eighty-five years earlier. Both victims were shot with the same gun, in a
building rumored to be haunted by the singer’s ghost. But Eve focuses her
attention on those in the here-and-now who had a bone to pick with the
dead⋯
Thankless in Death Hachette UK
Lieutenant Eve Dallas must foil a terrorist plot in this explosive thriller in the
#1 New York Times bestselling In Death series. It was just another after-work
happy hour at a bar downtown—until the madness descended. And after
twelve minutes of chaos and violence, more than eighty people lay dead.
Lieutenant Eve Dallas is trying to sort out the inexplicable events. Surviving
witnesses talk about seeing things—monsters and swarms of bees. They
describe sudden, overwhelming feelings of fear and rage and paranoia. When
forensics makes its report, the mass delusions make more sense: it appears the
bar patrons were exposed to a cocktail of chemicals and illegal drugs that
could drive anyone into temporary insanity—if not kill them outright. But
that doesn’t explain who would unleash such horror—or why. Eve’s
husband, Roarke, happens to own the bar, but he’s convinced the attack
wasn’t directed at him. It’s bigger than that. And if Eve can’t figure it out
fast, it could happen again, anytime, anywhere. Because it’s airborne⋯
Devoted in Death Penguin
Together for the first time—the first five novels in the #1 New York Times
bestselling In Death series, hailed as “a perfect balance of suspense, futuristic
police procedural and steamy romance” (Publishers Weekly). Join New
York City homicide detective Eve Dallas as she sets her sights on some elusive
suspects—including a compelling Irishman named Roarke in... NAKED IN
DEATH GLORY IN DEATH IMMORTAL IN DEATH RAPTURE IN
DEATH CEREMONY IN DEATH
Immortal in Death and Rapture in Death Penguin
Lieutenant Eve Dallas must solve the murder of a seemingly ordinary family,
and protect one small, terrified survivor in this novel in the #1 New York
Times bestselling In Death series. No affairs. No criminal connections. No
DNA. No clues. Lieutenant Eve Dallas may be the best cop in the city—not to
mention having the lavish resources of her husband Roarke at her
disposal—but the Swisher case has her baffled. The family members were
murdered in their beds with brutal, military precision. The state-of-the-art
security was breached, and the killers used night vision to find their way
through the cozy middle-class house. Clearly, Dallas is dealing with pros. The
only mistake they made was to overlook the nine-year-old girl cowering in the
dark in the kitchen⋯ Now Nixie Swisher is an orphan—and the sole
eyewitness to a seemingly inexplicable crime. Kids are not Dallas’s strong
suit. But Nixie needs a safe place to stay, and Dallas needs to solve this case.
Not only because of the promise she made to Nixie. Not only for the cause of
justice. But also to put to rest some of her own darkest memories—and
deepest fears. With her partner Peabody on the job, and watching her
back—and with Roarke providing the kind of help that only he can
give—Lieutenant Eve Dallas is running after shadows, and dead-set on finding
out who’s behind them.
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